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Ruiz Library Back to School Event
cb’s Prize Wheel Spinning(#kidsonly)

“When Linda Callon approached Central Bank about participating over 5 years ago, she strongly
suggested that we bring piggy banks to give away to the kids. She was passionate about teaching our

youth the benefits of saving early,” said Sarah
Cousineau, Marketing and Community Outreach
Director.  “Just giving away school supplies to children
was such a noble and useful activity, but she often went
the extra mile….she was always looking for new ways
to teach great lessons.” This year, Central Bank set up
a booth and a prize wheel, which was “just for kids” at
this event. “I made sure we had an ample supply of
piggy banks, and thought of Linda every time we gave
one away,” said Sarah Cousineau.  

This year the event on August 6th, was again held at

the Ruiz Library and was full of wonderful family activities including a backpack/school supply
give-away---this year over 200 children walked away with brand new backpacks full of school
supplies.  Kids bounced and played on the many inflatables set up on West Pennway and rode the
train in the library parking lot. A resource fair included many local non-profits and other organizations
as well as the Mounted Police and the Fire Department. Families also enjoyed free hot dogs and
watermelon, as well as free books for the kids sponsored by the library. Amy Morris, Ruiz Branch
Supervisor estimated there were 500-600 in attendance this year.

Central Bank will continue this tradition of participating in this back to school event, not only to be a
part of the community, but to honor our friend Linda Callon. (All photos by Sarah Cousineau)
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5 Tips for Getting Financially Organized
Stay on top of your finances in an efficient manner

One of the most common reasons for being strapped for cash isn’t always overspending or being
fruitless with money — it’s being unorganized. Think about it: When you can’t pay a bill on time
because you’ve misplaced it, that can lead to a late fee. Or if you’re behind schedule on keeping
watch of your bank account, you may incur an overdraft charge.

 

So if you’re finding you’re often scatterbrained when it comes to keeping your finances organized, you
may want to establish a plan to keep yourself more in control. Here are the top five tips for getting
financially organized:

 

1. Don’t pay bills the second they come - A common mistake people make is to pay a bill
immediately in order to get it out of the way. However, that can set you up for easily getting confused
about which bills you actually paid and when. Instead, have a designated area (or email folder) to
place bills when they arrive, and then pay them all simultaneously.

 

“Paying them all at once

helps give you a better perspective of your total expenses,” says Ric Edelman, author of “The Truth
About Money” and chairman and CEO of Edelman Financial Services. Another option is to set aside
one day a week to pay bills (e.g., every Saturday or Sunday).

 

2. Get rid of paper - It’s the 21st century, and paper is becoming more and more extinct — and for
good reason. Too much paper increases the chance that things will get lost. If you use a scanner,
you’re more likely to be able to keep things in order (plus, it’s better for the environment).















you’re more likely to be able to keep things in order (plus, it’s better for the environment).

 

“Simply scan photos and paper documents to create electronic copies. By transferring all physical
records into electronic format, you’ll be able to later print the records,” says Lynnette Khalfani Cox,
author of “Zero Debt: The Ultimate Guide to Financial Freedom.” You should also store at least one
backup copy on a CD or memory stick.

 

Not ready to go paperless completely? Invest in a paper shredder.

 

“It eliminates waste, and that’s pretty crucial,” says David Bendix, a CPA, financial planner and
president of The Bendix Financial Group in Garden City, New York. “It’s smart, and it’ll help you get
organized.”

 

3. Pretty up your work area - It sounds unnecessary, but the truth is, working in an uncluttered,
attractive area can help you stay organized and keep all documents under control — and make you
actually want to put everything in order.

 

“I know many people have little desks at home that are forsaken and forlorn,” says Maxwell
Gillingham-Ryan, author of “Apartment Therapy’s Big Book of Small, Cool Spaces” and founder
of ApartmentTherapy.com and TheKitchn.com. “Making it an approachable, attractive space is the
key.” In addition, a small desk or work area can be the reason for lost important documents, especially
if it’s cluttered — all the more reason to tidy up.

4. Be detailed in your computer filing system - “Think about those files you access the most and
the reasons why,” says Wayne Bogosian, president and managing director of the PFE Group, and
co-author of “The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 401(k) Plans.” “Rather than dumping everything into a
general folder called ‘documents’ or ‘photographs,’ break it down into primary and secondary folders.”
That means being as specific as possible (e.g., “tax returns,” “credit/debit cards,” “insurance”).

 

“And don’t be an ‘e-pack rat,’” says Bogosian. “Chances are that document you saved in 1997 isn’t
going to do you much good today.”

5. Make a checklist - The only person you can count on fully is yourself, as not all important
documents — whether electronic or on paper — always make their way to you in a timely manner.
Start each month by making a checklist of each bill you know will be arriving. Keep it in the same
place at all times and be sure to update it regularly. You can refer to it whenever you need to verify
whether you’ve paid — or haven’t paid — a bill.

 

Getting financially organized is a great way to get back on track and spend less, but best of all you’re
going to eliminate the clutter and be more aware of what needs to be done.
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The Myths That Surround Social Security
Clearing up Social Security myths

It is very common to fret about choosing the correct retirement investments and worry about the total
sum you have in savings. Social Security, on the other hand, is considered a cut-and-dry part of
retirement that few people take the time to truly investigate. So, it is no surprise that there are many
widespread myths regarding Social Security.

 

One of the main myths
regarding Social Security is
that it was originally
designed to be voluntary.
This myth is typically
perpetuated by incorrect
online accounts of the
history of the Social Security
program. 

 

The official Social Security
website says this myth most
likely came about due to the
fact that when the Social
Security program was first
getting started,
approximately half of all jobs
were not covered by it.
Working in one of these jobs
did not require paying FICA
taxes, but it also did not
provide Social Security
benefits. In this manner, if
people didn’t want to pay
the tax, they could look for work in jobs that weren’t covered.

 

Nowadays, nearly every job is covered by Social Security, making employees subject to the FICA
payroll tax. As is the general case with all taxes, this tax isn’t voluntary. 

 

“There have only been a handful of exceptions to this rule, generally involving persons working for
state/local governments,” states the official Social Security website. “Under certain conditions,
employees of state/local governments have been able to voluntarily choose to have their employment
covered or not covered.”

 















Most people are aware that they pay taxes due to the Social Security program, even if they think it
should not be compulsory to do so. One thing that many people don’t realize, however, is that in order
to get the best benefits, they should think carefully about forming a strategy and not simply expect to
be automatically pointed in the right direction by the people who work within the United States Social
Security Administration.

 

“While most Social Security workers will do their best to help you, the decision to claim the benefit is
notoriously complicated and there’s no one-size-fits-all solution,” states Beth Braverman, contributor
for The Fiscal Times. “To make the right move, you’ll need to do your own research and potentially
hire a financial planner or consultant who specializes in helping individuals and couples craft a Social
Security plan.”

 

The potential benefits of working with a financial planner become even clearer when analyzing how
few people actually understand the ins and outs of the Social Security program. 

 

Recently, Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance commissioned a 10-question quiz that was given to
1,500 people to assess how well they understood Social Security. The results of this true/false quiz
showed that misunderstandings are rampant. Shockingly, only one person got all 10 questions right.
Over 70 percent of people failed, and only 28 percent of people got a score of 60 percent or greater. 

 

“Think these were trick questions?” asks Kevin McCormally for Kiplinger. “Think again. It has been
more than 30 years since Congress decided to abandon 65 as the official retirement age for Social
Security. Full retirement age is now 66, and it will gradually rise to 67 for workers born in 1960 or
later. Still, 71% of those questioned by MassMutual thought full retirement age was still 65.”

 

So, make sure to look at the official information on http://www.ssa.gov and talk to your financial
planner about your future Social Security benefits. 
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Basics of Payroll
Putting your business’s payroll in order

Payroll is one area of your business where outdated and inefficient methods simply don’t cut it.
Nonessential items to replace, such as outdated office furniture, may be eyesores, but putting off the
expense of updating is a reasonable choice if the items don’t cause significant operational issues. 

 

When you have employees
who count on being paid
correctly and on time, you
have a responsibility as their
employer to meet their
needs and prioritize payroll.
You also have to manage
payroll correctly in order to
make sure paying your
business’s taxes is
completed accurately and
efficiently.

 

Although business owners
are used to acting in many
different roles to fill the
needs of the company,
payroll is not something that
should be undertaken alone
if it can’t be done in a
time-efficient manner. If
you’ve been struggling with
payroll, outsourcing to a
third-party payroll company
is a great option.

 

“Administrative and back-office activities, such as payroll, are perfect to leave to experts because
they’re typically considered non-core activities essential to business, but not to the customer,” states
Matt Straz, contributor to Entrepreneur.com.

 

Outsourcing can significantly improve your payroll operations and save time, but you can’t completely
remove yourself from the process if you want to ensure that everything is running smoothly. You are
the one accountable for payroll taxes, so keep an eye on your payroll company to make sure that no
mistakes occur either from negligence or dishonest practices. 

 















“Monitor your tax account to see that funds are being deposited on time and in the correct amount. If
deposits are made electronically using EFTPS.gov, you can easily see activities in your account,”
states attorney Barbara Weltman, guest blogger for the United States Small Business Administration.
“Stay on top of your employer responsibilities to avoid any penalties or entanglements with the IRS,
the Department of Labor or your state’s agencies.”

 

Tracking employee time can be the most cumbersome part of payroll. So if you plan on cleaning up
your payroll system on your own, you have to find the best way to do this. Each step in the process —
recording hours, reporting them and calculating payroll — is a place where time lags and errors can
occur. Reducing the necessary steps and automating as much as possible will help clean up your
system. 

 

“The easiest way to take this payroll process from worst to first is to simply get rid of it by opting for a
value-based approach rather than an hourly one,” states Straz. “If recording time is an essential part
of business, however, automating timesheets is the key to a streamlined payroll process.
Implementing time-tracking applications can help employees better manage their schedules, as well
as ensure that timesheets are accurate and up to date.”

 

In addition to tracking the hours and output of employees, tracking employee time off also involves a
significant amount of documentation, and can be a source of misunderstandings and reporting errors
that slow down the payroll process and limit its accuracy. Many businesses feel they need to have a
rigid paid time off policy, but it can hurt employee morale, and the hours lost enforcing and keeping
track of PTO may not be in your business’s best financial interest. 

 

“A growing number of companies, including HubSpot, Netflix, Groupon and Namely, are choosing to
say goodbye to their traditional vacation accrual policies and adopting unlimited PTO policies,” states
Straz. “Not only does having open-ended access to vacation time reward and motivate employees, it
also makes payroll operations that much easier.”

 

If you get help from the experts, and put a priority on streamlining, automating and outsourcing, you
will be on your way to a great payroll in no time.
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Scuola Vita Nuova’s Back to School event 
cb Staff Serves Tropicana Treats

Throughout the evening, the children met their teachers
and were able to visit their classrooms. Families enjoyed
the refreshments and also engaged in fun activities and
raffles. Anna Reynolds, Veronica Lopez, Marianne
Canzonere and Cheryl Johnson all donated their time on a
Saturday night to serve the families Tropicana’s treats. All
had a great time and loved seeing such happy faces—who
doesn’t love ice cream!

The rich history behind
Scuola Vita Nuova dates
back to 1908. The
following information was
found on the school’s
website. In 1908, the Italian
Mission was created in
Kansas City to provide
support to the increasing
numbers of Italian
immigrants entering the

city.  There were needs for medical and child care, English lessons,
youth activities, and education.  In 1918, Dr. John Bisceglia arrived in
Kansas City to assess the Mission in its work.  He built the existing
Northeast Community Center in 1940 at 544 Wabash, followed by the
Christ Presbyterian Church in 1950.  These organizations worked in
affiliation with each other to provide for the needs of the neighbors of
the community.  Following the Dr. Bisceglia's death, his son-in-law,
Judge Charles Shangler revived the campus and provided many
cultural exchanges and opportunities for the changing multicultural
neighborhood.  

In 1999, Judge Shangler applied for and received permission
to open a charter school on the campus, beginning with 4
grades. It was called Scuola Vita Nuova, "School of New Life".
 He saw it as a way to continue his father-in-law's good works
in the Northeast Neighborhood.  His desire was to provide
local families with educational opportunities that included
exposure to the arts. He enhanced the campus buildings with
historical and cultural beauty.  In 2004, with Judge Shangler's
support, Scuola Vita Nuova expanded to include a middle
school.  Currently SVN serves Kindergarten through 8th
grades. 

Central Bank has partnered with the school on other
activities, including presenting Junior Achievement lessons in
a 3rd grade classroom in 2014. Last April, we visited a 5th















grade class to present a Teach Children to Save lesson, as
well as donated books for their classroom. Each child received
a new book, and the classroom added 10 more books to its
library. Central Bank loves supporting our local schools in
many different ways.  
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Car Insurance for Out-of-State Students
Make sure you have the right coverage

When your child goes away for college, most of the focus is on tuition, books, and his or her dorm
room. But if your child is going to be taking a car along, there are steps that you need to take to
ensure he or she has the proper coverage.

 

If your student is currently

covered and will be at least 100 miles from home, the Insurance Information Institute recommends
letting your insurance company know, as you may be eligible for a discount. If your child has his or her
own vehicle, the price of insurance will fluctuate based on whether the vehicle will be kept at home or
school, and on where the school is located.

 

However, you don’t want to simply take your student off the policy, as there are plenty of other
scenarios to consider. What if he or she chooses to use the family ride while home on break, or acts
as the designated driver with a friend’s car? If you leave your child covered, those scenarios are taken
care of. There are other benefits, including the protection if he or she is hit by a car — whether as the
driver in his or her own vehicle or as a passenger in someone else’s — and keeping your student on
the policy can help maintain continuous coverage, an important step for when he or she gets his or
her own policy.

 

There are some ways to try to reduce your rates. For example, less-expensive vehicles traditionally
are less pricey to insure. Some insurance companies offer discounts if your child maintains good
grades or takes a defensive driving class. You can also raise your deductible and install an antitheft
system, which can further drop your monthly payments.















 

Even with all the right planning, accidents will happen, and college students tend to be involved in a
significant portion of them. A US News article from 2013 showed that around 80 percent of college
student drivers have texted while driving, with the CDC estimating that around 10 people are killed
and 1,000 injured every day in the United States from distracted driving.

 

Your child’s college years come along with plenty of stressors, but worrying about his or her vehicle
shouldn’t be one of them. Discuss these topics and have one less thing to worry about.
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5 Ways to Improve Your Eyesight Naturally
Forget surgery—these tips could help you improve your eyesight
naturally

Some of us are lucky enough to be born with near-perfect vision. These individuals will go through life
never needing to wear glasses. Others aren’t so lucky and must shell out hundreds, if not thousands
of dollars every year for contact lenses, reading glasses, bifocals, designer frames—you name it.
 
When you’re tired of poking yourself in the eye while trying to put in your contacts while half-asleep,
consider these five tips that may help you improve your eyesight naturally—or, at the very least, help
protect your peepers from deteriorating any further.
 
Eye exercises

Since exercising your muscles makes you stronger, it makes sense that exercising your eyes will help
them remain in tip-top shape. When your eyes begin to feel fatigued, perform these exercises to help
wake them up and regain your focus:

Rolling: Look up, and then circle your eyes slowly 10 times in each direction.
Focusing: Grab a pen, hold it at arm’s length and focus on it. Slowly bring it towards you until
it’s about six inches away, then slowly move it back to arm’s length. Repeat this 10 times.
Warming: Create heat by rubbing your palms together, then place them over your eyes for five
seconds. Do this three times to help replenish your eyesight.















Nutrition
In much the same way that eating healthy foods will help you maintain a healthy weight, eating a
balanced and nutritious diet can help preserve your eyesight for longer. Eyes need certain nutrients in
order to work at their peak performance. Garlic, onions, shallots, and capers all contain sulfur, lecithin,
and cysteine—all of which help your eyes to function properly. Other nutrients needed for healthy eyes
include vitamins A, C, and E; minerals like copper and zinc; antioxidants like beta-carotene, lutein, and
zeaxanthin; and DHA fatty acids found in coldwater fish. Eat a good variety of fruits and vegetables,
lean proteins, healthy fats, and whole grains for optimal eye health.
 
Supplements
Sometimes, it’s just not practical to get your fill of fruits and veggies throughout the day. And even if
you do eat a relatively healthy diet, supplements can help provide you with those vitamins and
minerals you might be lacking. For good eyesight, make sure you’re getting enough vitamin C, vitamin
E, beta-carotene, zinc, selenium, calcium, folic acid, lutein, thiamin, zeaxanthin, omega-3 fatty acids,
alpha lipoic acid, and N-acetyl cysteine. Most health food stores should carry a vitamin containing all of
these nutrients and more.
 
Massage
A massage feels incredible on tired, sore muscles—and it feels just as good on tired, sore eyes.
Starting at your temples, massage slowly in small circles 20 times in each direction. Moving onto the
mid-point of your eyebrows and then underneath your eyes on either side of the bridge of your nose,
repeat the motion. Not only will this feel good after a particularly long day, but it’ll help sharpen your
eyesight enough to get you through the day until bedtime.
 
Sleep and rest
Just like food and drink, our bodies can’t function properly without enough sleep. After a series of
all-nighters, your eyesight is bound to suffer. Make sleeping seven to eight hours per night a priority.
On those days where that’s just not going to happen, take a 20-minute catnap when you can. If you
feel your eyes starting to strain during the workday, take a break to help your eyes recover. A good
rule of thumb is 10 minutes of eye rest for every 50 minutes spent in front of a computer screen or
reading.
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